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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Detect failure of Profinet-devices

Identify devices that are likely to fail in the near future.
 Detect defective devices that no longer respond to PN protocols.
 Defective devices are reported by email and logged.
 No long troubleshooting thanks to exact station information.



To switch a MESSI-output via SMS

Switching an output via SMS is an integrated function of the MESSI. Herewith the
switching operation will be secure and comprehensible from afar.

PLC coupling (data exchange between PLCs)

Your pumping stations report the water levels of the central control via telephone
network. The central office itself can of course transmit commands/messages to the
substations as well. Thereto no dedicated line is required, a "normal" telephone
connection is sufficient because the devices cut the line after occured message.



Linking of S5-PLC’s without modifying the PLC-program

You have to link several S5-PLC's so that in case of need you can respond to all of them
without modifying the PLC-program? No problem, connect all PLC's that are in the run
with the IBX-Klemme, set up the respective address (1 to 30) at the IBX-Klemme and
with the address 0 you will be able to respond to all PLC's via PD-bus-path selection.

Data backup S5-PLC on SD-card via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and
Ethernet to SD-card



S5-PLC over WLAN/WIFI

Communication with S5-PLC via WLAN/WIFI, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via WLAN/WIFI, which
interface is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over
WLAN/WIFI" you get the right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.

Take over control-tasks

Capture with the Ethersens-device not only your process-values, you would be able to do
control-tasks with the device.


